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Saving Muromtsevo
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After years of neglect, the prospects are looking brighter for a future
star of Russia’s Golden Ring.

T

he visitor to Vladimir, the ancient capital of the
Russian Vladimir-Suzdal Principality, follows the
itinerary of the Golden Ring of ancient cities to the
north-east of Moscow, one of the most popular tourist
routes in the country. However, very few foreign tourists
make it to the former home of the Khrapovitsky family.
The manor of Muromtsevo with its park and gardens was
built at the turn of the 20th century and was one of the
largest complexes established in the Russian Empire during
the last years of its existence. There had been nothing like it
before, in terms of its scale or grandiose concept; aristocratic
estates in this region had always been far more modest.
The owner of Muromtsevo was a hereditary nobleman of
Polish origin called Vladimir Khrapovitsky, who was born in
1858 in Pavlovsk, outside St Petersburg and served in the
Hussar Regiment of the Imperial Guard before retiring to his
estate in 1892. There he engaged in forest cultivation and
timber processing on an industrial scale.
Vladimir inherited the estate and the adjoining land in
1884. After several years, he managed to turn the
Khrapovitsky manor into a very profitable estate. The source
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of his prosperity came from the vast coniferous forests
around Muromtsevo. The estate was organised around a
programme of tree breeding under the leadership of the
German forester and silviculturist, Karl Thürmer (1824-1900).
The author of articles on forestry practice, Thürmer spent
most of his life in Russia, eventually dying at Muromtsevo.
The magnificent coniferous forests – predominantly
Pinus sylvestris and Picea abies – which Thürmer planned
and planted over 100 years ago, are still standing. Vladimir
Khrapovitsky founded several major forest enterprises and
even constructed a railway linking Muromtsevo with
Moscow and St Petersburg – 180km (112 miles) and 900km
(560 miles) distant respectively – to transport the timber.
Vladimir and his wife Elisabeth travelled frequently and
took a great interest in Western European traditions, culture
and ways of doing business. He organised his factories and
farms in accordance with the latest technological advances,
adopting progressive European know-how, and was always
interested in innovation in equipment.
The new buildings at Muromtsevo were erected in a style
inspired by French, English and Scottish castles. The
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Opposite page: An early
20th-century postcard
showing the cascade as seen
from the house.
Above: Vladimir Khrapovitsky.
Right: The main house
photographed in 2014.

designer was Pyotr Boytsov (1849 to after 1918), a talented
and eclectic Russian architect, who specialised in the use of
neo-Gothic motifs. He built homes and mansion and park
complexes in Moscow, Tambov, Kiev and Nizhny Novgorod,
as well as in Vladimir province.
One of the first buildings to be erected at Muromtsevo
was a new mansion, the west wing of which was based on
châteaux in the Loire Valley. Built a few years later, the
eastern part resembled the British royal residence at
Balmoral, Scotland. Why Balmoral was chosen as a model
remains a mystery, although one theory is that Vladimir
strongly desired to host a visit by the Russian Emperor
Nicholas II and his family, and wanted especially to please
the Empress Alexandra Feodorovna. As a granddaughter of Queen Victoria, she would have
spent childhood days at Balmoral.
Having two different styles did not
bother Vladimir Khrapovitsky: the house
resembled European ancestral castles
established over different eras by several
generations of owners. It was an
impressive architectural fantasy and, at
the same time, a public display of the
tastes and aspirations of the owner. There
is no doubt that Vladimir’s mansion greatly
surprised his guests and local residents alike.
Romantic castles were unprecedentedly exotic in
these parts. Of course, in St Petersburg or Moscow one
could see many such buildings but, in the backwoods of
Vladimir’s forests, the new house seemed utterly

extraordinary. In letters to Khrapovitsky, visitors wrote
enthusiastically in praise of Muromtsevo, and
contemporaries called it the Tsarskaya or royal estate because
of its beauty and size, and also because of the unusual
architecture.
Medieval European architectural styles were employed for
the construction of the other estate buildings, namely
houses, administrative buildings, commercial buildings, a
school, a theatre and the railway station.
But the greatest attraction of the estate was the large and
very beautiful park, whose owner spared neither effort nor
funds in its creation, and invited the most famous scientistgardeners of the time to Muromtsevo. The tradition of
hiring German gardeners had begun in the 18th
century because they were particularly respected
and valued, and happy to work in Russia. At
home, they often had far fewer
opportunities to realise their talents and
abilities, while in the vast Russian empire
there was a place for every visiting
German specialist, and many of them
spent almost their entire lives in Russia.
This was described in detail by Georg
Kufaldt in his article ‘German Gardeners in
Tsarist Russia’. It was quite easy to find work,
as almost all the major commercial gardens and
nurseries were in the hands of Germans or their
descendants.
Hiring a German gardener was considered prestigious,
and their work was highly paid. In addition, Russians have
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always been very hospitable to foreigners. Thanks to this, in
19th-century Russia there was a whole class of German
gardeners, and many well-known dynasties of the same.
Khrapovitsky employed several Germans to work on his
park and garden. The first was Karl Enke, who worked at
Muromtsevo from 1884 to 1895. Enke established the
arboretum, directed the laying out of the park avenues,
arranged flowerbeds and flower gardens, organised the
kitchen gardens with greenhouses and hothouses, and built
fountains and gazebos. Some of the key elements of the new
park were the artificial ponds created by previous owners of
the estate. Under Vladimir Khrapovitsky these were
expanded to bring them closer to the new house. Their
banks remain some of the most scenic places to visit.

Georg Kufaldt completed the renovation project in 1910,
and Vladimir Khrapovitsky took about two years to convert
the German architect’s designs into reality. As a result, a
majestic grand vista between the house and the ponds was
created. The centrepiece of this vista was a terraced cascade,
which took advantage of the natural slope of the terrain.
In front of the house was an extensive terrace with a stone
balustrade decorated with Gothic motifs in the form of
trefoils and fleurs-de-lis. A system of reservoirs was built
along the entire descent of the cascade, from the terrace to
the ponds. At the top of the cascade was the upper water
parterre, which reflected the mansion’s high roofs and
towers, and consisted of two pools, the water flowing from
one to the other via a small waterfall.
From there, the water ran down broad terraced steps,
flowing into a round pool. A picturesque winding stream
rushed to the small parterre, and thence into the ponds.
Along the entire cascade there were steps and paths
surrounded by lawns and flowerbeds. To the sides of the

upper parterre were rose beds and arrangements of clipped
Thuja and palms in pots. At the bottom of the cascade along
the northern shore of the pond was a promenade with
bridges and slopes to the water.
Following Kufaldt’s design, the opposite shore of the
pond was significantly pushed back inland creating a bay
that echoed the shape of the cascade’s upper parterre. An
elegant loggia with pointed arches was built at the furthest
part of the bay, completing the composition of the cascade
and the vista from the house windows. During the holidays,
the loggia was used as a music pavilion or picnic place. In
1912 electricity was installed in the park and night-time
illuminations were added to the daytime beauty of the
cascading allée.
A regular supply of large quantities of water was needed
to allow the cascade to function. This was taken from the
local Sudogda River, which flows two kilometres away from
the manor house. The water was piped to a tower located on
the western edge of the upper park then distributed for
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Above: An avenue in the park.
Left: Georg Kufaldt’s design for the park at Muromtsevo. This is a
1960s photograph of the original drawing, now lost.
Below: Alexis Knorre and Technical Forestry School students
photographed in the early 1920s.

Right: The pond at
Muromtsevo in 2014.
Below left: An early
20th-century postcard of
the cascade looking towards
the house.
Below right: A view of the
Sudogda River.
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In 1894, Arnold Regel (1856-1917) was invited to the
estate. A scion of the Regel dynasty of German scientistbotanists and horticulturists, Arnold was a gardener,
dendrologist, landscape architect and park builder. His
father was Eduard Regel, director from 1875 to 1892 of the
St Petersburg Botanical Garden.
At Muromtsevo, Arnold was engaged in the creation of
flowerbeds and rose gardens on the south side of the mansion.
It is possible he was responsible for the symmetrical layout of
an eight-pointed star design near the northern façade, the
remnants of which can still be seen in the park. The design
was closely aligned with the architecture of the house, whose
windows opened out to views of the avenues.
However, the most significant stage in the creation of the
park was associated with the outstanding German landscape
architect of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the
director of the Riga City Gardens, Georg Friedrich
Ferdinand Kufaldt (1853-1938).
Kufaldt was a brilliant master of large-scale architectural
and spatial compositions. He created and reconstructed
public gardens in Riga, St Petersburg and other cities in the
Baltic region, and distinguished himself as a master of park
vistas. His compositions have much in common with the
works of Pietro Gonzaga, the Italian decorator, set designer
and landscape architect, and his work is known in Wiesbaden
and Mecklenburg in Germany and Nice in France. He was
always very mindful of the natural beauty of a site,
identifying and skilfully revealing the virtues of each locality.
The renovation of Khrapovitsky’s manor park was one of
his last projects in Russia and, in this work, he demonstrated
his talents in full. After the outbreak of the First World War,
Kufaldt was forced to leave Russia, spending the last years of
his life working and teaching in Berlin.
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Saving Muromtsevo
Opposite page:
Left: Ruins of the park loggia on the southern shore of the pond.
Right: The boat house was designed in the style of a Dutch barn.
This page:
Left: A fragment of the balustrade on the upper terrace.
Below: A model of the Muromtsevo estate as it was in the 19th
century, created by the architect Anton Solodov.

different needs, including the cascade. The water flow from
the ponds was regulated by a dam and returned to the river
via a natural tributary.
Kufaldt’s plan for the shorelines of the large pond was
complicated, and their whimsical shapes created a host of
delightful views. At the same time, great importance was
given to the silhouettes and reflections of the waterside. The
specially selected planting was a combination of open glades
with groups of trees and individual trees in picturesque
groupings. The species were mostly birches, oaks, spruce and
weeping willows. A bean-shaped island was created in the
pond, separated from the shore by a small bypass
channel.
On the northern bank of the large pond
was a small pavilion intended to hold
pleasure boats and equipment. The
building resembles a romantic Dutch
barn, a style that became popular on
Russian estates from the second half of
the 18th century. These barns were
erected on the banks of ponds to create
spectacular reflections in the water.
Thanks to Georg Kufaldt’s
transformation, the park area increased
significantly and became more cohesive. Recent
research estimates that the entire park and garden was
78.5 hectares (190 acres). The cascade was the chief link
between the regular and the landscaped parts of the park,
with the clear symmetry of flowerbeds and water pools in
the upper park gradually replaced by the natural beauty of
the meandering stream, the pond shores and waterside
planting. However, irregular lines were only used on the
large pond.
The manor farmstead was located on the northern shore
of the small, rectangular pond. Its strict geometry
underscored the rationalism and order in Vladimir
Khrapovitsky’s kitchen gardens, greenhouses and hothouses,
which were among the attractions of Muromtsevo and

regularly visited by the owners and their guests. Fruit
harvested from the greenhouses was sent to Moscow for sale.
The landscape park stretched for several kilometres and
included quite remote features. On its western border, on the
Sudogda floodplain, were Khrapovitsky’s hunting grounds.
This area has always been extraordinarily beautiful. The
banks of the winding river have picturesque meadows and
promontories. The territory was surrounded by a dense pine
forest on one side and by vast water meadows on the other.
Nature in this place required virtually no improvement.
Here Vladimir Khrapovitsky built a hunting pavilion
and a bathhouse, and planted a four-row birch
avenue from the centre of the estate to the
banks of the river. This was probably one of
the best places for horse rides and picnics.
The huge and magnificent park of
Muromtsevo was once an outstanding
work of landscape art. Its creation was
inspired by examples of famous palaces
and parks in Russia and Western
Europe. It combined, in new and
original ways, the traditional techniques
of landscape art with the latest
technological developments.
Unfortunately, the history of the estate
ended in its prime. The park was completed in 1912,
but by 1914 the country had already entered the First World
War and Muromtsevo fell on hard times. In 1917, after the
revolution and fearing reprisals by the new authorities, the
owners left Russia for ever, and Vladimir Khrapovitsky died
in Wiesbaden, Germany, in 1922.
His estate passed into the ownership of the Soviet State
and for more than half a century the former manor and its
facilities housed the College of Forestry. Thürmer’s
grandson, Alexis Knorre, also a forester, did much to
establish the college, maintain the former manor and
preserve the park, nurseries and forests. Eventually, the
buildings and park were abandoned and today only the main

buildings, including the house, the extensive stables, the
church, the boat house, and the central part of the park,
with the cascade and ponds remain.
On the site of the former arboretum there are several
dozen of the original species still growing. These include
Engeleman spruce (Picea engelmannii), Siberian larch (Larix
sibirica), white fir (Abies concolor), Siberian cedar (Pinus
sibirica), Weymouth pine (Pinus strobus), and Balkan pine
(Pinus peuce). In the park there are trees from different parts
of the world, some of which are very rare for this area of
Russia such as Viburnum lentago, Alnus incana f. acuminata
Regel, Acer saccharinum and Juglans mandshurica Maxim.
In the second half of the 20th century, Muromtsevo
gradually became an attractive spot for tourists. People came
to look at the unusual architecture of the estate buildings
and stroll through the avenues and along the shores in search
of remnants of a bygone grandeur.
Many of those who visited remarked that they saw a
romantic image of Sleeping
Beauty’s castle in the ruins of
the house surrounded by a
wild park. Indeed, there is
something about the
deserted house that is
enigmatic and
mysterious. But every
fairy tale should
have a happy
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18th- and 19th-century paintings, including the collection
from the Khrapovitsky Estate at the State Vladimir-Suzdal
Museum-Reserve.
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researcher. She visited
Muromtsevo in 2016 while
researching her Russian
family tree, which includes
Karl Thürmer and
Alexis Knorre and their
descendants, some of
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“The time has
come for Muromtsevo
Castle and Park to
wake from a centuryold sleep.”

ending and the time has now come for Muromtsevo Castle
and Park to wake from a century-old sleep.
In May 2014, after years of neglect, the estate buildings
and remaining part of the park were transferred to the State
Vladimir-Suzdal Museum-Reserve, the largest cultural body
of the Vladimir region. This was followed in July 2015 by
the opening of the exhibition ‘The Muromstevo Estate:
Between Past and Future’, telling the history of the estate and
the fate of its owners.
There is now a real chance that the buildings and park of
Khrapovitsky’s estate can be saved.
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